Back-end developer with +5 years of exp.
(Aarhus or Lyngby)
Back-end developer with +5 years of exp. (Aarhus or Lyngby)
We are looking for a back-end developer with +5 years of experience, who enjoys working with new technologies and
wants to make an impact. As part of our team, you will enjoy lots of responsibility and freedom under the guidance of
you chief developer. You will be tasked to develop the back-end of your platform in close cooperation with the rest of
the development team and sub-contractors.
Location: Aarhus or Lyngby.

We are:





Bringing a collaborative IT-service to market, which supports companies that are trading internationally
Our staff consists of top subject matter experts and proven business executives
We are an EU-based company currently situated in Denmark and Ireland
English is our company language

You are:








A team player with strong analytical skills
A good communicator and problem-solver
A responsible and self-motivated person able to structure your own work and meet agreed deadline
An expert in .Net, C#, SQL, XML, XSLT
Experienced in working with web services, integrations, code optimization, database calls and performance
Experienced in setting up databases and servers
Holding a relevant education and certifications, but more importantly you are keeping yourself up-to-date with the
latest development and technologies

You will:




Become a part of the team with smart people
Work in close collaboration with our chief developer and other developers
Have a chance to make an impact

We offer you:




The opportunity to be part of a dynamic team
An informal and collaborative work environment
Lots of responsibility and new challenges

Interested?


Please drop us a few lines about yourself and don’t forget to include a CV (please use pdf-format).

You can apply by sending an email to: hr@clearviewtrade.com
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